More and more individuals are earning income from gig work, and some doing multiple gigs. It can
be a challenge to know how to list this on a resume, especially if the work is more occasional (e.g.,
only on college breaks). Here is how we suggest you address this type of work on your resume—both
formatting and the writing of effective/powerful bullets.
Example 1—Works the gig on college beaks
Student lives in Orlando and attends college at PBA in West Palm Beach. During the summer (10
weeks), Christmas break (3 weeks), and spring break (4 days), he works for Door Dash.
DOOR DASH, Orlando, FL
Delivery Associate, Weekends/College Breaks, August 2021 – Present
Example 2 – Multiple gig jobs & same type of work
Student has multiple gig jobs through websites like Fiverr, Upwork, and 99Designs. Another student
works for both Uber and Lyft. In either case they do the same type of work for different gig
companies.
Fiverr, Upwork, 99Designs—Remote/Online
Gig Graphic Designer, January – Present
Uber & Lyft, West Palm Beach, FL | Chicago, IL
Gig Worker, November 2021 – May 2022
Pro Tip
Remember, resumes aren’t alibis. The goal of your resume isn’t to account for your whereabouts
during certain periods of time, but rather to help prospective employers see at a glance if
candidates meet the necessary criteria and qualifications to warrant an interview
Writing Powerful Bullets for Gig Jobs
Describe the skills used and acquired in doing the work that would be of interest to the employer you
are writing the resume for. Think about transferable skills. Do not just describe the work done—we all
know what delivery drivers do. Here are ways to write more impressive bullets, by answering these
questions:
➢ How did you do the work better or differently than others in this type of gig job?
➢ What transferable skills did you utilize to make you effective in this gig job?
➢ What did you accomplish that might be worth noting? E.g., designed 15 possible logos for
client, or drove an average of 150 miles/day, or earned a 5-star rating.
Below are some examples:
➢ Rideshare Driver: Focused on the needs and wants of rideshare customers by providing water,
snacks, and customized music selections. Earned on average 22% in tips and 5-star rating from
300+ customers.
➢ Delivery Driver: Delivered groceries and meals on-time or early 98% of the time. Maximized
efficiency by 20% by strategically mapping out routes and quickly learning locations of
preferred grocers/restaurants. Managed multiple orders and deliveries effectively, while
providing the highest level of customer service.
➢ General Gig Jobs: Created own 50-hour a week schedule demonstrating self-motivation, and
earning over 3,000 in one month. Set and achieved personal goal to earn $10,000 in one
summer.

